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ERROR PROFILE FOR MULTIPLE-FRAME SURVEYS

Narmiln D. Beller*

INTRODUCTION

Ideally, a user of statistical data would have a measure of the total error aris-
ing from the statistical process; this rarely happens because samplers seldom, if ever,
know the true value of the population from which the data are collected.

The total error generally comes from two sources. The first major source is the
error that arises due to sampling---the process of measuring only a portion of a pop-
ulation and drawing inferences to the total population. The second source of error
generally is referred to as nonsampling error and includes errors rising from an in-
sufficient frame, a biased sampling procedure, the data collection procedure, the
questionnaires, and the estimation procedure. Only a measure of the sampling error is
provided in most sampling situations, rather than a measure of total error. Measures
of nonsampling error components are not obtained in the bulk of the instances where
sampling or a census is required, primarily due to the additional costs.

The preceding situation leads to a statistical paradox from a sampler's point of
view. The total error is unknown and the sampler has at his or her disposal only the
sampling error which may be somewhat controlled. One normally may assume that the
primary purpose of sampling is to obtain needed information about the target popula-
tion by measuring only a portion of the population due to costs, the destructive
nature of sampling, or population characteristics changing rapidly over time. The in-
formation is to be obtained and estimated·with a minimum sampling error, given
appropriate cost restraints. Thus, a sampling statistician's goal in any survey, and
probably moreover in a repetitive than in a single-time survey, is to minimize varia-
tion within cost restraints. Generally, the impact of the standard error minimization
process results in a more complex survey design, questionnaire, and/or estimation
procedure. These added complications can create situations that may increase nonsam-
pIing error. The paradox is that continued efforts to decrease sampling error
(improve precision) often involve greater complications that increase the nonsampling
error (decrease accuracy) which, in turn. may result in a greater total error.

Most error profiles will discuss the potential sources of nonsampling error.
This paper concentrates on those errors where Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives
Service (ESCS) research has attempted either to identify or to measure a particular
source of error. The bulk of the research effort has been directed to the multiple-
frame hog and cattle surveys.

This report will show that there are several sources of nonsampling error in
these surveys. These sources include failure to associate properly reporting unit and
sampling unit, and failure to communicate clearly and concisely via the questionnaire,
domain determination, estimation, and nonresponse.

*The author is chief of the Sample Survey Research Branch, with the Statistical
Research Division of the Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
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Two or more samplini~ Ir~lmes are utilizl>d in multipl,'-Iramc estimation. An area
sampling frame is used witn one or more list frames in tl'l~ !:SCS application. The area
frame used by ESCS is all ti,l' land in thL' continonLll [lnit,·d States. All tilt' land
area has been classifiE'd bv :2,cneral lanu-use patterns. 'l'his classification is then
used for stratification. TI,l minimum stratificatil1n inv"L'l's C'1assifving land for
high intensity agricuitul \1 lise, medium intensitv ,Igricl1lt IL'll usc, rangeland and
woodland, cities, and tUh'll";. The samplinf~ unit fnl1Tl till' :11"','1 frame is a given land
area and is called a sam]']" segment.

The area frame has tl,,' m:ljLJr advantages of beill!; ,(HII'll,tl' and current. It is
generally easy to associ:Jt" ,I sampling unit and il report:11 lmil. The major disadviln-
tages are that it is not ,·f I ic ient for rare items that ('.111:11)the cl1ntrol1ed by
stratification, and is gelll'l:illv more cost!\' than 1 ist ['I ;!I'll'S in terms of data collec-
tion. The list frame fllC ,j',',riculturc is d listing (11 l1.1l'll' ,Ind addresses that are
thought to be associated wirh agriculture.

In most applications. th,' sampling unit is a naJrle ,111,1,Iddress, and the reporting
unit is a farm that can Ill' :lssociated uniquclv 111ith :1 :1,11,' .1nd address. A major ad-
vantage of a list frame i·; tll:lt it is generally moT',' vlt-i,'i,'nt than an area frame,
given one has adequate l1h':I."lII'L'S 11[ size. A 1ist fr:1Illv \1Ijt!, nl) l1r very poor measures
of size provides minimal .:dillS in efficiencv over all .1r\~:, !'<'lmL'. ;"13jor disadvantages
of a list frame are that it is rarely complete and detvrin-oltL's over time. It is also
difficult to associate S.1111]']ing and reporting units ('orr,'c-lv. This difficulty fre-
quently derives from an jTldd"'luate questionnaire or thl' d:l·.j collection method used
for part or all of the s:1111plL'.

Unless one is uniqul'!'.' :lhle to make the n('CCSS;IT'\' '!""',H iation so that the values
of the characteristics ['PI ":ll'l1 sampling unit are dlTIJt'all'I\' determined, unbiased
results are not likely C\'l'II t Ic1ugh there is a ranclcIIlI s,'],,'1 I,'n of sampling units.

AREA-FRANE ESTf\lAT!ll\j

Estimation from an :lIl'if frame is a rather simp Ll' pr, ""·S5. ] t expands the sam-
pling unit (segment) tot:l]" ",, the reciprocal of the pnJ! ,Ihilitv tlf selection. Ratio
estimation is used infrequl'ntlv because tlH~rL' is svLdl1r~ "l;lsure of the population
mean corresponding to the vilriables that •...'ill succeed ill (-,'dllcing the overall vari-
ance. Also, ratio estimati,lll is seldom used in a lh'ubl,· s,1I11;11ing sonse, not only
because of the low corrL'lnti'l1s but becausE' of the v;lri'!h'" normallv ass,)Ciated with
the auxiliary variable. ]Ipuhlc sampling to C'xtl'nd thL' I'"st is an C'xpensivt' procedure;
consequently, the use uf ':It i I cstimatinn is limitld.

Reported data must hl' ,I."..;ociated wi th the sampl in,!', :11 t bv a predescribed concept
in all sample estimation ['r",:,'dures. This associat ion (:ill I", achieved in three basic
ways when dealing with th,' dr,~a frame estimates. The (")TIt"'I,t Df the closed segment
centers on the land area ",- the segment; thus, the rl'I'"!'t",j d:lta must bL' associated
with the land area insidl' t],,· sl>gment. This associ.11 il111 (illlllf10n!v is acc.1mplished by
accounting for all agrlC'1l1 tllr il activities within tlll' C',' "''''l1t hllundaries at a given
time.

The closed sesment ""Il,',':)t is quite ('ffectivl' f"I- ,], \'\llk of items collected in
agricultural surveys that ai,' high1v associated with lall': ,Ir<=a, such as acreage,
cropland, and land use bv S1'o,.::ific types of crops. Un the' C1tller hand, the closed seg-
ment may not be an appr0l'riat-2 concept for characteristi,,.; that mllst be associated
with farms rather than with Iwd area, such as the l1lwIlll'! :~- people who reside on farms.
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Another estimator has been developed based on applying the closed segment concept
to residences. This estimator is generally called the open-segment approach. The
open-segment concept associates the farm uniquely with a residence. If the farm re-
sidence is located within the boundaries of the segment, then the entire farm is
associated with that segment; hence, the headquarters rule.

The open-segment estimator, using the headquarters rule, generally has a larger
variance than estimators obtained using the closed approach. If the farm is located
in more than one sampling unit, theoretically its probability of selection in an area
sample depends upon the number of sampling units over which it extends. In applica-
tion, the number of sampling units over which a farm extends is unknown and generally
impractical to determine. There are, however, estimation procedures that may be used
to reduce the variance of items that must be associated with a farm while using the
open-segment concept. One such procedure associates with each segment that fraction
of the total farm contained within the segment boundaries when it is located in more
than one segment. The fraction of the farm associated with the segment is proportion-
al to the acreage of the farm located within each segment. This estimator (weighted
segment) is unbiased, given that the expected values of the two land variables for a
particular farm are measured without error. If the land variables are not measured
without error, either the variance is understated or the estimator may no longer be
unbiased.

MULTIPLE-FRAME ESTIMATION

Multiple-frame estimation, again, implies the use of two or more sampling frames.
The procedure allows greater coverage of the target population if no single complete
frame exists. The procedure may also create a substantial amount of duplication of
the target population between frames. Multiple-frame estimation provides greater
efficiency if one can use less expensive data collection procedures on at least one of
the frames. ESCS surveys generally use an incomplete list frame in combination with a
complete area frame. The major objective for this multiple-frame estimation is effi-
ciency, or a lower sampling error for a given level of cost. The following figure
depicts the process of the theoretical development of multiple-frame sampling by
Hartley (ll)· 1/

Figure 1: Two overlapping frames

Frame A Frame B

l/ Underscored numbers in parentheses refer to literature listed in the references
at the end of this report.
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Consider frame A the are;; [r.1111('; thus, domain b is tlil' IlIi11 \)r empty set hv definition.
Given simple random samples size na from frame A and nh I r\.m frame B, Hartlev's esti-
mator is as follows:

(1)
N NA B

(y + P v ) + ~ (Yb + q Yba),n a ;Ih
a

with p and q constants SUl h l'lilt p + q I. Since donuli II I, is the null set, however:

(2)

rewriting:

N
a

n
a

(3)

where Ya is a sample total ubtained from those units in domain a. Domain a is called
the nonoverlap domain and represents those units in the ;lrea frame that are not con-
tained on the list frame. The area estimAte (vab) fro:!: thlt portion of the target
population covered by the> 1ist frame is called the area \,,,'rlap domain. The estimAted
total (Yba) is from the list frame for domain ab; it pruvides a second independent
estimate of those elements l'\)mmOn to both frames. Nntlo th.ll: Yab and Yba are estimates
for the same portion of the' target population.

By setting p = 0 and q
estimator, is obtained:

], the following estimator, ~enerally called a screening

(4)

The screening estimator e')l'l!1](nly is used when the vdl\ll' .,f I' is expe('ted to be quite
small due to the costs of r,,:culting varian('es being laq"." 111domain ab.

THE SURVEYDESI~N

The survey design for the multiple-frame estimiltlH i'lIr hogs and cattle relies
heavily on the ESCS June EIl1lmerative Survey which is bilsi'd upon the ilrea-frame and
conducted in late May. The area frame has been stratifl"ll ~y land use prior tn sam-
pling and has a total sample size of approximately 16,000 s~gments. The June
Enumerative Survey provide'S ('stimates for major items at tlw State level with coeffi-
cients of variation from 1 tl' 12 percent. Large devi;]ti'lls from the segment ml':!n have
substantial impact on th(' sampling error in actual practi(·~.
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Lists of the largest operators (extreme operator lists) of both cattle and hogs
have been developed and used in conjunction with the June Enumerative Survey in an
effort to reduce the sampling error. Thus, no true area-frame estimates generated for
hogs and cattle exist because the use of the extreme operator lists (lists of the
largest producers) generates a multiple-frame estimator. However, only an area-frame
estimate is generated for the balance of the survey items. Each State in the multiple-
frame program of estimates has developed a list of farm operators other than
extreme operators with control data for the number of hogs and cattle.

Generally, an attempt is made to have the list frames cover as much of the popu-
lation of all farmers as possible. The list frame is formed into 5 to 10 strata for
each species based upon a control variable. The sample size is approximately 1,900
farm operators per species for each State. The list of operators found in the area-
frame sample is name-matched against the entire list frame after the June Enumerative
Survey has been completed. The area-frame respondents that matched are classified as
overlap (domain ab), and those that did not match are classified as nonoverlap (domain
a). The multiple-frame hog survey is conducted four times a year to provide estimates
as of December 1, March 1, June 1, and September 1. The multiple-frame cattle survey
is conducted biannually to provide estimates as of January 1 and July 1. The screen-
ing estimator (equation 4) is used for all estimates.

SOURCES OF NONSAMPLING ERRORS

Nonsampling errors are difficult to measure because of the number of different
kinds of error and the frequency at which a particular source of error occurs (a
single source of error may take on the attributes of a rare item). In many instances,
the sample size for a research study would have to be larger than the operational
sample in order to obtain statistics that are significantly different. Such large
sample sizes for research purposes are not practical in most cases. Therefore, the
bulk of the studies have found differences which are not statistically significant.
However, this report will include those differences whether they tested significantly
different or not. Statistically significant differences have been so designated.

The nonsampling errors can have either a positive or a negative effect upon the
estimator and, as a result, may have a balancing or compensating effect. One' must
proceed carefully in implementing changes; if the compensating nature of the errors is
changed, an estimate with greater bias than before making the change may be obtained.

Multiple-frame surveys use two or more sampling frames. A multiple-frame estima-
tor usually has more potential for nonsampling error than a single-frame estimator. A
resulting estimator generally will have the nonsampling error, peculiar to each of
the frames, as well as errors that may result in combining estimates for two or more
frames. The sum of nonsampling errors could have a net effect less than any of the
single frames due to balancing, or, in total, they could have a greater error. Nonsam-
pIing errors can arise from the area frame (Ya), from the list frame (Yba)' and from
the overlap domain (Yab) (shown in equation 3).

Questionnaire and Survey Concepts

The wording of questions to obtain needed information and ensure that the respon-
dent understands the prevailing survey concepts has always been a matter of great
concern. Howard T. Hovde sampled a group of experts in 1936 to find out what they
considered the principle defects of research (lQ). The experts' most frequently men-
tioned criticisms were:
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Improperlv worded questionnaires
Faulty int~rpretatian
InadeCJIIC1c\' Ilf samples
Improper st~tlstical methods

'f 1'" rcent
'\"':: ~lt..-'r('pnt

',) ,'prcpnt
~~ ;Iercent

S. A. Stouffer arrived at nearly the same conclusio:1S in 1950 (2Q). lJ", found
that error or bias attributed co sampling methods and qu",stit'nnair", administration
were relatively small when cOlilllared with errors attril'llt"d tt) diffprent wavs of word-
ing questions---prompting the' query, "If questionnaire, wor.Jil1~; is so important, why
hasn't a questionnaire prepar,,! done more to .'lJvance hi." 1"1:'S'" of research?" One
investigator suggested that a questionnaire prepareriljq d. l'~;n 't exist---at least os
a specialist: "The statisti.'i:m is the only one among 11",·j,· h.~s a specioltv. All
the rest of the work comes und"r the jurisdiction of a j.lLl",.t-all trades. This man's
job is to develop a questionnaire, pretest and revisl' it, ill,',· it printeo, select,
train and supervise the int,'r,'~pwers conductinh il sun'"\,, 111,11 "",' lhe reslilts, \"rlt('
the repor t and presen this f I III I ngs <]1,)."

One might ask why quest LCWwording is so importanl. \ 'lul'stionnaire has several
concepts to develop in additi')L to the data requirenlL'nts f'1' T1lultiple-frame methodol-
ogy. A questionnaire must pruvide informatL0n that will :Ji 1,,1.' prnpc'r association of
reporting and sampling uni ts, I'ver lap and nonoverlap detl'rItd ILl( Lon, weights for the
weighted estimator, and the !J,lslc information for tIll' itYT1l "I' intE'I-pst. The sample
unit from the list domain i.s n.,rmztlly a name and address t, 11 till' list, while thl'
reporting unit from both th., area and list frame is thL' L';1t'llted land and the live-
stock on that land at the t lml' of the interview. ThE' dSSt), ittinn is estahlished when
the respondent is asked by phl'l1e, mail, or personal Intervi,",! t" rpport lilnd owned,
rented, or managed and land [pnted or leaseo to others. L,ltl" (Iliestions may be asked
in a slightly different manner, depending upon the framc' f!'nin I.'hich the responoent is
obtained. Once the land arl'a of the operating unit h.--Is hC"'1l dtflned, the respondent
is asked to report the total nllmber of cattle ztno calVI'S (1;,,:,,-; ;md Digs) on that land,
regardless of ownership.

A 1974 study by William F. Kelly found intervievl.'rs I"'ll'cid,'red the section of the
questionnaire on acres ownec t,) be one of the most diffi"lllt ,.",('tie,ns to complete and
needed the most explanation t(1 respondents U£). Thilt Stll.!\' il~dici1ted that a fourth
of the enumerators did not r"'ld the questions as prlnt('d tlll hc' qUL'stionnaire.

A study conducted the same year hy Fred Vogel in \<,'\'(11'1il1\',indicated that question-
naires obtained by mail required editing more frequentl\' than those obtained by other
methods <~). Bosecker and Klily made a nllmber of observid it'llS in a 1975 study con-
ducted in Nebraska CD. The\' Il'Jled that the responopnt 's "tlllL,1 inclination was to
report livestock on an ownl'rsh iJ hilSis with no regard t ,) ',;i'L'/'" the I ivestock were
located. Many of the errors found in that study were aSSl'" i,lt l,d with cattle on a fee-
per-head basis. Thev also Twt"d that respondents fail>,d I" ::::1ke thl' connection betwpen
the acres reported and the T1umh,'r of head and livestocl, /,l,;' I'd 1',''-;S of the placement of
the land questions. Boseckcr ,lTld Kelly fOllnd the intt'l'\'i,'\,-", \,Ias the deciding factor
on whether the respondent cons i ..;tently adhered to the Slit" ..!" l·[l\1CPpt. A 1975 study in
Kansas by Barry Ford tested th~ Impact of estahlishing the I iVE'Stock inventory prior to
asking land questions (!J). F.'nl founo that moving th,' 1,1nd 'jll"st Ions to thp end ,)f
the questionnaire increased th.' respons", rate, but failed t" :'uke a test of signifi-
cance in livestock inventory fwcause the power of t!1P tps t: ',,';1:-; 1",)0 low due to an
inadequate sample size. He ,',lilt ioned, however, that tll" tr'il ",11Ill' cillclilatl'd from the
data was high enough to be alaruing.

All the aforementioned -;tllc:1es point to the diff icult \' I'" lIsing CluesUons re.l.1ting
to land for the purpose of ass"clating the reporting unit and tIll' sampling unit. At
best, this can have a very sL'rious impact on the resultin~; '~Slimate, since a failure of
properly associating the rl'pl,rt ing and sampl Lng units \"iJ 1 l'r";l!!' nnnsampling errC1rs
that affect the resulting estilTlate to the extent thev ;l[(' 1Wt ';l'1f-balancing.
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For another example of the use of the questionnaire to establish survey concepts,
consider the calf-crop question that was dealt with in the IVyoming study by Vogel (~).
The cattle multiple-frame estimate of calf crop is developed from two different report-
ing units. The reporting unit for the expected calf crop is cows and heifers which are
expected to calve before December 31 on the operated land. Meantime, the reporting
unit for calves already born is all calves born since Jan\larv 1 on the land now oper-
ated. Considerable editing was required on the Wyoming questionnaires.

Nonsampling error could be created when each questionnaire is edited for consis-
tency between sections when all data in a single questionnaire do not need to be
consistent due to the use of two different reporting units. Tahle 1 shows the impact
of editing for consistency on the survey estimates. The amount of editing on some
questions resulted in changing the level of cattle and calves by an amount two or
three times greater tllan the error caused hy sampling. This amount of editing is
cause for alarm in that it clearly shows a breakdown in the survey process.

A study in Ohio and IVisconsin by Hill and Rockwell further attempted to investi-
gate survey concepts and the association of the reporting and sampling units (~).
A test questionnaire was developed which essentially utilized more detail in screen-

Table l--Effect of editing actions on survey estimates, IVyoming cattle and calf
multiple-frame survey, July 1974 1/

Livestock and
questionnaire version

Percentage change in
estimates resulting

from edit 2/
Relative sampling

errors of final data

Percent

Calves born and still on ranch:
Operational +3.8 4.2
Text -.5 3.3

Average +1.5 2.6

Total calves born:
Operational +2.5 4.1
Test +2.3 3.4

Average +2.4 2.6

Cows and heifers expected to calve:
Operational -32.8 13.2
Test -28.2 10.4

Average -28.0 8.4

Calves weighing less than 500 pounds:
Operational +10.1 4.0
Test +10.9 3.4

Average +10.5 2.6

Total cattle and calves:
Operational +6.3 3.6
Test +8.6 3.1

Average +7.5 2.4

1/ Does not include data from extreme operators or the nonoverlap domain.
l/ Percentage change = edited value ~ original value.
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ing questions. The Ohio t,,,st questionnaire produced si~niji";jntly cJigher estimatps
(20-percent increase in total hog inventory), while th,' rt'~i\I!ts differed little in
Wisconsin. The authors not",! that the completion rat,' f,'r t'lt' test questionnaire sub-
stantially differed between States---70 percent for th,' t",e:t 'i'll'sti"nnaire versus 90
percent for the operational questionnaire in Wisconsin. \,'hil,· buth versions neared 80
percent in Ohio. The poss ih I,> reason for the d i ffere!1"t' i y' t h,' results points to r",-
spondents who received the ()p,'rational quest-ionnaire in "~'I j" :lnd previously had heen
contacted twice producing ;j rnnditioning effect.

The same study attemptpd t,1 determine the net effect ,'f I'd i t ing to make data
conform to survey concepts. A second edi t or review was ,'cm 11eted and a resul ting es-
timate comparing the second edit to another questionnaire dltained on a reinterview
caused a reduction of appr"vimeltely 6 percent of the p~tiql.!t,,~ for both thp operational
and test questionnaires in both States. The proration of t h.· partnership data
serves as the primary reason to r the edl t changes.

Domain Determination

One of the most critic:1l rvocedures in multiple-frame "'Itimation is clomain detC'r-
mination. Since the area frame is a completE' frame, the' 11\','! lap hetween the t,,,o [ramps
is identified by determininl' whether each reporting unit found in the areel sample could
also have been selected frc'TI tit" list frame. Again, the ,-;.1ll!ling unit for area fr::Jme
is a piece of land, and a lum,md address for the list frd11('. Since one cannot m::Jtch
pieces of land with names, it io necessary to associatE- Cl 11'1"1Pand address with the
land for a reporting unit f,11- L',lch sampling unit (segmE-nt). ilvl'rlap hetween the two
frames is then determined t>v m'l:ching names associated witli their rE'spective reporting
unit. This becomes extremE,l\' difficult with joint farmio:" "!l(r:1tions. The use of
nicknames, nonperson names, n;n1"S primarily generated f,)!" 1",l,<11 purposes, and minimal
address information all add to:he difficulties of matchini', ,I('curatelv viCl the use of
names and addresses.

Some of the earliest ;.;tlldi.,;.; noted difficulties with d "'"lin determination. A lYh5
Mississippi study evaluated Agr icultural Stahil i2ation and r:"l1servat ion Service 1 ists
as a sampling frame, and investigated use of multiple-fra,·,· "lJl-VeyS to ohtain unbLlsed
estimates for crops (23). The '-"port stated, "Resul ts "f t I, i..; st lIdv indie-ate that
many of the list units enulllFl'iltl'd in the area sample ('C'ult! 111'1 he ide'ntified and led to
substantial biases in the mult iple-frame estimates. This bl"" may he larger than the
reduction in variance realized -,1r mu1tiple-frame estimate,c; \.,lien compared \.Jith direct-
expansion estimates from tht: area sample."

List frames are updated llJ1l'c' or twice::J year. The ::Jrpl trame is required to
estimate the incompleteness "f 'lie list frames; hence, tflt.' r\<'I' fr.111ll's must he kept
independent. Knowledge l1f th •. l'xistence of the unit in til,· rL'a sample CClnnot h" llsed
to update the list. The name-matching procedure must be \"i thout error, and the frames
must be kept independent f,'r tlit' ,'stimates to remain unhi:l:,," duri.ng the process of
domain determination. Resl1lti!1,~ estilllates ,,,ill bC' biiI", •.d t, th., pxtent that either of
these factors fail.

The loss of independen,'c' ie.;, perhaps, one of the most ,lif:-icu1t hiases to control.
This loss is probably caused n\' C'ach field office heing r':'spI1n,c;ihlp for cl1llducting the
surveys, determining domair:.,wd updating lists. Office fl,"rC,,'nnel spend a suhstantial
amount of time working with I ist;; and the area samples; th,·t-, fnre, the domain-determi-
nation procedures are some"h:1t: :;ubjective; with daily kndl.,'l,·('"'y of list frames and
area samples, independence is llmost impossible to mClint'Iin. Past studies have indi-
cated that the frames are not kppt independent. The ratio ,-,~ I ist overlap estimate
for domain ab to area overlap f'lr the same domain reaches ]IF to ] Iii percent, when
multiple-frame estimation is first instituted. The ratio d~, re.1ses to 85 to 90 percent
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after about 3 years of operation in a particular State or group of States. The down-
ward movement of this ratio would lead one to suspect nonindependence.

The nonoverlap classification was observed by the length of time area-sampling
units had been in use in a 1975 report ~). The area-frame sample was replicated and
the replications utilized in an annual rotation program in those States. This proce-
dure of sampling permitted study of the effect of time on domain determination. The
percentage of tracts classified as nonoverlap declined significantly the longer the
samples remaihed in area frame without rotation:

Number of years Percentage of Standard error
State in sample tracts classified of percentage

as nonoverlap

Number -------------- Percent --------------
Nebraska 1 20.7 0.5

2 14.8 .5
3 12. 7 .2

Missouri 1 22.0 .7
2 18.3 .5

There was a dramatic downward trend in the nonoverlap estimates of hogs and cattle
in Nebraska and hogs in Missouri. The standard errors of the nonoverlap estimates be-
came so large, however, that the test of significance had no power. The report stated,
"Obviously, the rotation group effect in nonoverlap percentages is a serious matter.
It is not the application of the area-frame methodology that is called into question,
but the application of the multiple-frame methodology. Was the list frame changed be-
cause of information from the area-frame sample, or was information accumulated over
the years that indicated the correct nonoverlap classification? In either case, there
is a problem with the nonoverlap classification procedures."

Another analysis explored the June 1973 Hog Survey (12). The list sample com-
prised over 95 percent of the population in that study. The analyst indicated that
there could be a problem with domain determination: "The analysis of the June survey
produced evidence that the area sample and the list sample were not estimating the
same quantity. Such a situation could arise because of differing field procedures or
because of errors in constructing the list or in identifying the overlap domain."

Further evidence that nonsampling errors are prevalent in domain determination
may be gleaned from a 1974 report by Vogel and Bosecker (12). The following excerpts
point out some of the detected errors that arose from operational procedures:

1. The name, originally coded overlap, was sometimes difficult to find on
reexamination of the list. Nearly every State identified some errors
resulting in additional nonoverlap tracts.

2. After a set of tracts was determined to be nonoverlap, some were not
processed due to various reasons, mainly oversights.

9



3. The sampling frirnt' Il:-eel to ielentifv nonoverl 11",',1:- lilfl'r,'nt fr"TI! tlw
sample frame fro'n ,,'hlch the list 81mI'll' \"d'" ,-:t'll','I,'cI. F,)r example,
the alpha printlJ'lt Ld the list fra:ne "Lmtain.~,1 '1 I)'!!',; that did !ll)t have
a chance to be s"ll'tteJ hv the sample sell,t,t 1>1,J,rllil.

4. Data were includpd Inr t'xtreme operators in t h"'II-," frame \"hich should
have been edited (IUt.

5. Nonsampling ern)r, detected in this analvsis 1-"cI",',d the difference in
levels of the multipL_'-frame :lJ1d al'l'a-frame ('stil::ll,..; bv !n\c1erin:c.; the
area-frame estim:ltes and raising the l11ultipll'-fr:'IIIl' t'stimates.

A 1977 report noted prc)bl,:ms of j,dnt "I,,'ratinns h'lll'll "l':,lITlilll'cI bv a second edit
determination C.!i). The pur]',',"e of the sl'cnnd edit W:],"; :" "nSllrl' all "OTlCt'pts and
overlap procedures had be(-n f.) I lowed eorrectlv. The S('ll>1,,1 "dit rl'sllits werl' then
compared to reinterview qUl'st innnaires. The studv foulld t I: hrJ Iwrcent of all

differences involved partnership arrangements. The maiur :,r"blpm was determini.ng if:1
partnership really existed ur if it was an individual 1:: op"r,,«('d huc;incss. Dl'l'lc'nding
on the determination of the actual tenllrt'ship, thl' Clll'r,~nt 1l.II't iCll 110nover]:q-' prn('l'dllrl'
may be seriously affected (thl' partial nonoVer1(1) proc,,'d'll-" '"I i<~s on prorating the
data to the nonoverlap and t hl' nverlap domains hased ,'n th" 11IlI11Deruf chances the uni ts
had of being selected on th" I ist frame). The differlllt"'" I 'lJllll dl]" t'J partnl'rships
are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: S,lnrnarv of differences dUl' to I' Jrtnl'rships
regard],'s,.; of State or questionn.lil-" \,Ic:i"n

Number of
differences

17

Reasons

Second-edit interpretation \"as individll,11 "j'l'r:ltion; reintervie\"
interpretilt L)n \"as father-s,'n partlH'rsll i I'.

13 Second-ed it i Iltl'rpretat ion was LI ther-c;"ll
interpretat ion was individual opl'ration.

lrtl1l'rship; rpintervil'w

8 Second-edit
partnership;

interpretation \"as iT partnlrs'l i" I)ther than i1 father--sl']]
l'l'intervie\" interpr<:tilt it'll ',,' I" illd ividlla I operat iun.

5

3

2

48

Second-edit if!tl'rprl'tation \"ilS indivLlllcl1 "i'L'Lltion; l'l'intervielc'
interpreted: ion! \,'as iI partnl'rship nth,_'!' 11',il1 :1 rather-son partnership.

Selected e,lI'lhination of individuals d"l'" 11t'( (Ii'<:rate land.

Total

The differences found in that study invnlved \dtll [wnp,lrl-nl'l-ships cl'ntered on the
survey concept of obtaining I i\'lStock on the operilted 1 lfld I',' ',lrd]ess of m"rwrship.
Those differences follow:
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Number of
differences

7

7

5

3

3

2

27

figure 3: Summary of differences due to nonpartnerships
regardless of State or questionnaire version

Reasons

Failed to report hogs owned by someone else on his operated acres.

Additional hogs reported that were owned; reason hogs omitted from
original report is unknown.

Included land rented out; hogs were on this land.

Reported breeding hogs, but left out feeder pigs.

Reason for difference is unknown.

Some hogs were temporarily on the father's operation, but all re-
ported originally.

Total

A study conducted in 1976 evaluated alternative domain-determination methods with
mounting evidence that nonsampling errors were prevalent there. Three different meth-
ods of domain determination were compared to the current partial nonoverlap procedure,
which was implemented for the December 1971 Hultiple-Frame Survey. The primary purpose
of implementing the partial nonoverlap procedure was to minimize the effect of partner-
ship and corporate farm operations on resulting sampling errors.

Again, the partial nonoverlap procedure relies on prorating the data to the over-
lap and nonoverlap domains based on the number of chances the units have had of being
selected on the list frame. The methods differ onlv in the manner by which a name is
associated with a unit of land. Specificallv, variations in the four tested methods
dealt mainly with the handling of joint operations; this was not duplicated on the list
because all procedures were essentially the same for the name of an individual opera-
tor. Alternatives IIA and lIB differed only slightly from each other. They differed
to a greater extent from the current procedure and required no proration of data to
different domains. Alternative III eliminated proration of joint operation data. All
partnership or corporate data were represented entirely by a single list frame sampling
unit (name), or the partnership was edited entirely to the nonoverlap domain. A more
detailed description of the four procedures may be found in the report, "An Evaluation
of Alternative Hethods of Overlap Detennination (l§.)."

The study results are presented in table 2 as a percentage of the current proced-
ure (partial nonoverlap). Analysis of the tabular data shows that substantial differ-
ences in the resulting estimates may be brought about by changing procedures. Use of
a different procedure changed the level of the estimates as much as 5 to 6 percent in
some States. Procedure II seems to have been the simplest procedure because it re-
quired the fewest assumptions and the least amount of knowledge about the joint opera-
tion. It was also the procedure mostly used prior to to December 1971 when the current
partial nonoverlap procedure was instituted. The relative sampling errors show the
partial nonoverlap procedure did not reduce the sampling error (comparisons of current
versus alternative II).
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Table 2--Multiple-frame survey cattle and hog estimates based on alternative nonoverlap
procedures as a percentage uf estimates from the (:urrt'l1t f1l"<H'edure.June 1975 _~I

Procedure :Illinois

Cattle and
calves:

Iowa :Kentucky Idaho

Percent

Minn. Ohio Total

Current

Alt. IlA

Alt. IlB

Alt. III

Hogs and
pigs:

Current

Alt. IIA

Alt. IlB

Alt. III

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I()().O
(3.6) (3.3) (3.6) (3.5) ( 1.8)

100.7 99.3 100.5 100.8 QS. I
(3.5) (3.3) (3.6) (3.4) ("1. h)

lOLl 98.9 100.3 101.1 QS.2
(3.5) (3.3) (3.6) (3.4) ( ". 'l)

99.3 101.3 100.7 99.3 Wi) . 7
(3.9) (3.7) (3.8) (4.0) (/j .'+)

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(6.6) (3.6) (8.1) (h. 'J)

101.1 98.5 104.0 1CJ2"
(6.4) (3.6) (9.0) (h. l)

100.4 98.6 103.7 J 02,4
(6.4) (J. 6) (9.0) (h .n

98.5 105.3 94. I 98, I
(7.1) (4.3) (8.2) (h. h)

100.0
(6.7)

100.3
(6.7)

101.2
(6.9)

100.0
(7.0)

98.4
(6.4)

99.6
(9.0)

100.0
0.7)

99.7
0.6)

99.6
(1.6)

100.6
( I .8)

100.0
(2.7)

99.6
(2. 7)

99.8
(2.8)

101. 9
(3. I)

= Not applicable.
11 Survey estimates for the current procedure are after ,I detailed review. Rela-

tive sampling errors appear in parentheses.

The report concluded: "Comparisons of Multiple-Frame Survey estimates of total
cattle and total hogs on a state by state basis are not inconsistent with the theoreti-
cal proposition that each alternative nonoverlap procedure wi':l yield the same results.
When the state estimates are added together, the similarities are even more striking.
Therefore, the choice among the alternative procedures sholJld he based on ease of data
collection and degree of nonsampling error."

It appears there is ample evidence that nonsampling errorH are associated with
domain determination, a very critical part of multiple-frame ,·stimation. Nonsampling
errors arising from domain determination normally may be rega!'ded as an addition to any
of the nonsampling errors associated with either an area or ;1 1 ist frame. It is safe to
assume that the magnitude of errors arising from domain deternlination are positively
correlated with the proportion ir' the universe covered bv tht' list frame.
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Size of List and Proportion to Sample

The purpose of multiple-frame cattle and hog surveys is to use a list as an
efficient means of obtaining a desired sampling error and an unbiased estimate for the
population of interest. It is generally more efficient to use a list of at least the
larger operations in multiple-frame sampling to achieve a given sampling error ratJl~r
than increasing the sample size drawn from the area sampling frame without knowledge
of the location of large operators. The question becomes "How much of the universe
shoilid you attempt to cover with a list sample (how large should domain ab in figure I
be)?"

The agency first had a policy of making the list as complete as possible and sam-
pling the entire list using the extreme operator units. Over time, a rule of thumh "las
developed that the list should cover 90 percent of the item of interest for the
multiple-frame cattle and hog surveys.

Throughout the history of the multiple-frame program, the contribution to the
sampling error and the resulting estimates attributable to the area nonoverlap (domain
a in figure 1) have been larger than desirable based on this approach. The area non-
overlap contributed about 20 percent of the estimate and 60 percent of its variability.
Little, if any, success has been achieved in reducing contributions of the area non-
overlap either in level or variability regardless of the amount of effort placed on
improving the list frame. This phenomenon can only be explained by recognizing what is
taking place in the area frame. The item of interest becomes an increasingly rare item
in the nonoverlap domain of the area frame as the list is made more complete and sam-
pled in its entirety. The area nonoverlap estimator becomes less efficient as the
item becomes rarer. Thus, the net result of increased resources spent for list im-
provement coupled witll sampling the resulting list in its entirety are largely negated
by decreasing efficiency in the area nonoverlap domain.

Why the concern about the portion of the list frame that is sampled for multiple-
frame purposes? The sample can be optimally allocated to the variolls domains hased
upon cost and variability with proper statistical techniques. However, nonsampling
error may arise as a result of multiple-frame estimation. For multiple-frame estima-
tion to be unbiased, both domain estimates and domain determination must be unbiased.
Domain determination decides in which domain each sampling unit should be placed. Each
improperly classified unit will contribute to bias of the estimate.

Starting in 1974, a series of studies were conducted to determine the optimum mix
of area and list frames (the optimum size of domain ab). The analyses sought to de-
termine if the size of domain ab could be reduced without seriously affecting the
sampling error, and thereby reduce the impact of nonsampling errors associated with
domain determination.

A 1974 project provided results of an analysis of the 1973 Nebraska June Survey
data (l). The analysis compared the respondents from the area-frame sample to those
[rom the list frame. The list-frame strata codes ~"ere placed on the area-frame record
for those whose names matched; summarization was then completed sequentially hy drop-
ping list-frame strata and enlarging area-frame nonoverlap. The study showed that by
not sampling the strata with unknown, zero, or a small number for control from the list
frame, the relative sampling error for the hog estimates would increase from 4.2 to 4.3
percent. The list universe and sample sizes would decrease from 54,193 to 24,877 and
1,748 to 1,286, respectivelv. The authors noted that the reduction in the size of the
list frame \-lOuldallow more time for duplication removal, identification and handling
of joint arrangements, identification of overlap tracts, and detection of nonsampling
errors. Thev specifically noted types of nonsampling errors, and that the magnitude of
the nonsampling error would be reduced by sampling a smaller portion of the list frame.
These nonsampling errors will be discussed elsewhere in this report.
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Subsequently, the analysis was enlarged to four additional States for hogs and
eight States for cattle and puhlished in May 1974 (11). 'I'll'results of the expanded
analyses were quite similar to those found earlier in NehrHska. The impact on the
relative sampling error for the universe and sample sizes show:

Item
Cattle

Relative ..
sampling :Population:

error

Sample
size

Hogs

Relative . .
sampling :Population:

error

Sample
size

Percent -----Number----- -----Number-----

Entire list

Zero and
small-size
strata
deleted

1.8 498,000

78,000

12,601

5,538

3.0

Lfi

421,094

78,015

8,fi60

4,375

A major conclusion of that analysis states "the relatively small decrease in sam-
pling error obtained in the multiple-frame estimate by alln~ating 50 percent of the
hog sample and 56 percent of the cattle sample to the zen, or small-size group list
strata is not providing a ['ctter estimate to the extent eJqwcted from the increased
sample size."

The two preceding analyses were conducted using 1971 d:lta. The analysis pro-
ceeded again on 1974 data to determine if the results w(luld he consistent. This
analysis included 12 Statl'.c,for cattle and four States for ll<lgS (Q). Again, the
list frame and its resulting sample could be rather sharply reduced without substan-
tially affecting the resulting estimate and its variance. 7he researchers proposed
reducing the frame by varying degrees in the results. Thl'Y proposed modified A and
B procedures. Differences between the modified A and B pr02edures became the strata
to be deleted from the list frame. Modified A was the most conservative approach, and
consisted generally of droI'ping only the strata with a zero or unknown classification,
while B extended the list strata to be dropped to those "lassified as having a posi-
tive but relatively small number of cattle or hogs. ReslJlt~ of that analysis show:

Item

Entire list

Reduced--
Modified A

Reduced--
Modified B

Cattle Hogs
------~-

Relative .. Sample Relative' . . Sample
sampling :ropulation: size sampli:1g :ropulation: size

error error

Percent -----Number----- Per('pnt -----Number-----~-----

1.28 836,766 20,838 3.fi 472,412 7,271

1.23 522,597 16,800 3.8 165,108 3,854

1.31 219,670 12,011 4.h 36,021 2,182
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The report made the following recommendations: (I) the entire list frame should
not be sampled for a given species, (2) in several States, even strata with small
control should not be sampled, (3) a more efficient (costs versus relative sampling
error) multiple-frame estimate will be obtained if smaller portions of the list frame
are used for sampling purposes, (4) the levels of the estimates are not affected hy
sampling smaller portions of the list frame, and (5) the quality of the list frame
needs to he improved considerably to achieve gains over the area-frame sample.

The area-frame survey is conducted in June and December. Thus, the area-frame
data contribution to the multiple-frame program can be considered "free" for the June
and Oecemher hog estimates and the January and Julv cattle estimates hecause the in-
formation would be collected in the enumerative survey regardless of a multiple-frame
program. For the March and September hog surveys, a larger sample of the area nonover-
lap would he required if the reduced list concept were made operational. A lISDA study
set out to determine the impact of the reduced list concept for the annual series of
estimates, since the earlier analysis only considered the .June cattle and hog sur-
VL'YS (27).

An additional sample of 200 nonoverlap tracts was selected to renlace the zero
and unknown strata dropped from the list frame for the March and September surveys.
The study was conducted in four States for both cattle and hogs. The basic results of
the study follow in table 3.

Table 3--Four-State study: Reduced list compared to current procedures
for annual series of estimates

Item Relative
sampling error

Population Sample
size

Cattle:

Percent ------------Number------------

Current procedure
July
January

Reduced list
July
January

Hogs:

Current procedure
June and September
December and March

Reduced list
June and September
December and March

1.8
1.7

1.7
1.8

2.6, 2.8
3.2, 3.4

3. I, 3.6
3.2, 3.4

15

343,563
340,765

177,838
186,873

343,563
340,765

65,599
55,961

6,598
6,783

7,083
7,434

4,537
4,971



The study followed ;Jt""" i, liS analyses and ~l'ner311" ~h ',',' t hat the reduced Ii ,;t
concept does not affect maL,!'i:llly the resulting samplin~' ,'r "re:. Thle preceding data
display little if any chang,' in precision ";-:l.'ept in Junl' me! -;l'l'temlwr hogs. The re-
duced list concept produced ,1 higher relativ," sampling err<:r f"r these two surveys.
[:pon eXclinining the individu,ll Stdte sumrnaril's, appan'ntl'" 11:, increase I~as caw,:ed in
one State. The data indicall" that a large respondence wa', Ll the area-frame surVEC~Yfor
the zero list strata for tl~" ",il-tl'rs, and is .:1 rl'fll"',,i 'n "I till' q:l;llity of contr'o]
data used for stratificatLm ,'urposes. This large resllll",],,, L'" could have shown up
in the list sample as easil: do" in the area sample. I'll' illi:·,l':t UpOI1 the resulting
relative standard error wOlILd h:lve been thl' same had i, :"'''1 in th0 list sample
due to the probabilities of ;;,']ection.

Thus,
,mi ts were
Iwt change
cus,.;ed.

in the set llf si,: :i\lrVevS covt'red nv the l'r'"Cldin,' tanle, 14,347 list-c,;ample
deleted, and 1,hll'1 [1l1T1l1Vl'r]ap tracts added. '1':11" ,'Ildngl' in samp]" "i7l' did
the sampl ing <'1'1', ,r' ,I' the est ima tl' ('XClopt i [) t h, : ,J n',l' rl'pnrt just d i,,-

"am(~ conclus il1l1 llVle'r s,'v'.'I'"l
samp1f' the entire list Ij'JIIl<

,I,lI1tial reductinn of sampll '"
I substantia 1] v reducr>d. ': ll:

[' minimizl'd with this pI'", ",1,,1'

Analyses all reached t Il'
States. It is not necessal'''
celttLe and hog program. SII"
Level, and the list framl' Tll,l"

\~it!1 dnmain d,'terminatinn 1'1,,','

,'ell'S IllY' many J i fferl'nt
'-<.11' the multiple-frame
"Tld hurcll'n mil\' ne r('a]-

1111,1in,', ,"Tnrs assll('Lltl'c!

Estimation

The screening estimat,), "'lll:ltion 4) has been ,ld"j:tld '1' dllTIllltipll'-fram,'
L,,.;timators in ESCS. The ";,'i'," I'in,; l'stim:lt'lr is obtain,.'d I· ,,!ding,[n l'stim:ltor fill'
thl' art'a nonoverlap (1ist in,'lIilpleteness) t() the list ,>eail'l,lt"r. l'lll-re a;--l' '~l'v('ral
l'stimators for each of the ";,'"n",nts of thl' scrl'l'nin:-, ",:t I','" ,.\ dil'l'rt l'xl':lll,;iun
(<expanding survey results :,' .. Il ciprocal of probahilitv ,.;"j, : 1'>11) mil'" Ill' :1pp1i,'d Lll the
open, clllsed, and weighted -;l",'lll'nt information to obtain tll, drea-frame l'stimilte.
'I'll'"Sl' methods of estimatill[) VI' rl' defined under arc'a-fr,lm(', : imation in tht· introtll1c-
liun. Th", open estimator ,'; '('I':' thl' le.:1iit efficient, ,,'Ji' Ill" I"l'ightl'd l'stim:Jto!' is
tilt' most efficient. The Li-;1: tr~jJnt' also W;l'S the dirl','t t'::,lll:,iun l>stimntor. Thl.' area
frame is stratified hy lan,'j'l'"', ,ll1d the list frame' is ,:trlril'i",j n\' SiZl' nf operation.

Thl' current prol'edurl i" tl' use the weighted esri:11:11 ,,- thl' :lr",:l nnnlw,'rlill'
c:stLmat", (domain a). At tll,' ,'(.:, American Statisticll :,';'C", i:ltilln 11I('l,tin/-, , CuchLm
Cllmpared the efficiency llf t.h,' ;';l-reening estimator «('qU:lt i,,,-, ',) I~ith L1ll.' estimatDr in
t'quation 3 (~). Cochran J",r"I"IWU cost functil)ns ,,,hLeh ::11,\-, that thl' Chl)iC'l' of till'
l'stimators is related to tll" ",.;t uf collecting claL] ill tl: i ,_s\,l,(:tivl' fC1.lnL's, H"
sLlted, "On the average thl s ll','ning estimatnr will 1"[,-,, ,! ~,)\",'r vdriallf'l' whl'nl-'vl'r
thl' cost of sampling from t'l' eupplementclrY frame is ll''''': '!',1I1 tl1l' di.fflerl'ncp hetl"l'pn
sampling from the 100 perCl'l1t j rame and screening memb,'r" 1\ Lhl' l()U pl'rCl'nt framl' in
thl' supplementary frame." I'h'O:l' principles arl' violat,'d 'nil ',Ilat hl'r,'. Th" area
;;ampling frame and the ma:jllr illrveys based upon thl' fr:lml' Illlh' 'Illd J)l'cemh('r Enullll'ra-
t Ive Surveys) are part or till' (,ngoing progrcwl of l'st fm:lt, rhus, thl~ are~l- frilml' data
are available and should h, lilsiderl'd at a z<:ro CDst :11" illl'l1t lO thp 11I111tio],·--frame
program in June and Decemhl'l'.

Another cost consider' It i,lIl Ls that, in mo;;t C:lses", '_';'i.:1] list i,s dl'vl'lo'l,'d for
th", multiple-frame program. "~"l'll if an l'xisting list ie, :l'.':1il:J1)Il', till' uSP of it in
cl multiple-frame program r,":ll;!l'.'; a highpr standard of ";1I:ll1~'; :lnd me'n' n;;lintpnan"l'.
B",sides the cost of data c'111""tiLln, the aclditional CLlsL", ,,! lli)Jating tllL' list ,HId
maintenance for the list fLlme' must be considered. AI-'ain, 'Il' :lrea framl' is supp()rtl'd
hv other resources. So wlll'n li'plying the cost consid('Y;,t ,"1', in ('l.oosing il multiI11l'-
r r;lme es t ima tor, t he to t:11 it,,' "r eos ts hL'cornes a I'a,' t:Ul-, 1jIi ,; 1"lTL' elm1\', thl' f 1111
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multiple-frame estimator would be utilized in place of or in addition to the screen-
ing estimator for the June and December multiple-frame surveys.

Why should there be concern about the choice of the screening or the full multi-
ple-frame estimator in relation to nonsampling errors? To answer this question, one
should also consider the errors arising from domain determination. Bias caused by im-
proper domain determination is offset conceptually in the other frame. In other words,
if the area-frame nonoverlap estimate is biased downwards by classifying certain area-
frame respondents as overlap, when in truth they were not represented on the list
frame, then the area overlap estimate would be biased upwards. Thus, the full multiple-
frame estimator would reduce the impact of nonsampling errors in domain determination.

One of the reasons for choosing the screening estimator has been that the variance
of the area overlap was of sufficient magnitude that any gains in efficiency from the
use of the added information of the area frame have been largely negated. The nonover-
lap portion of the estimate has contributed disproportionately to the variance of the
resulting estimate. Recall the discussion of the nature of the variance of the non-
overlap under "Size of List and Proportion to Sample." The high variance of the
of the nonoverlap estimate was caused by the sampling procedure which forced the occur-
rence of nonoverlap in the area frame to be a rare item by striving to have as complete
a list frame as possible and sampling the entire list.

Researchers examined other estimators of the nonoverlap domain to obtain a more
efficient multiple-frame estimator (~). They extended the full multiple-frame esti-
mator to a stratum-by-stratum combination of estimates from two frames. Each area-
frame respondent was coded according to the list-frame size group for each overlap
respondent to obtain the estimator. Table 4 presents the results of this analysis.

Table 4--Multiple-frame livestock estimate's using alternative estimators, June 1974

Hogs Cattle
Multiple-

frame Estimate Standard Relative Estimate Standard Relative
estimator sampling samplingerror errorerror error

:-----lJ2QO head----- Percent -----1,000 head----- Percent

State A:

YA (area) 3,540.6 378.0 10.7 8,597.0 436.3 5. 1
,

(screening) 3,409.1 205.2 6.0 7,660.2 228.7 3.0yi.
,

(Hartley) 3,411.8 204.9 6.0 7,822.7 215.0 2.8YH
ys (strata) 3,395.6 202.3 5.9 7,895.7 209.a 2.6

State B:

YA (area) 1,301. ] 177 .4 13.6 3,615.4 231.4 6.4
A (screening) 1,299.9 106.6 8.4 4,188.9 149.6 3.6yi.
v (Hartley) 1,300. 1 104.4 8.0 4,067.1 139.5 3.4JH
Y (strata) 1,265.4 92.0 7.3 3,952.2 128.6 3.3

S
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The analysis shows tl,at thl' application cf HiJrtlev'c; t'stimator on either bilsis is
more efficient. This is lSl>t"2Lll!v evident in State H nl"C:lllse both the hog apd cattle
standard errors drupped ]"wC'r than the screl2ning estimcttor, Other studies have shown
that additional gains in t'ffkiency could he made in the nnnoveriap estimate by uti-
lizing thl' land-us~' strat'ific,'1t Ion inherE'nt in the area frame of the nonoverlap
variance calculation (25), The report also noted that the> major portion of the reduc-
tion realized in the strata ,'c;timator was obtained in tll(' larger size livestock strata,
and that only a minimal rvdllt'tiun occurred in the z~'r() or c;mc111er livestock strata.
The reduced list concept ('DuLl be utilized, and most of t lJ" gain from the strata esti-
mator retained.

Again, the ,veighted vst I'nator for the nonoverlap d,)mctin is utilized in the current
program. The weights ar,' h:lsed upon the proportion of the land area of the farm
inside a segment to the land area of the C'ntire farm. The condition required for the
weighted estimate to be unh iasC'd states that the sum of tho' weights equals one.
However, a biased estimatt_~ rl'sults if the weight is not pr"perly reported and/or
calculated.

Generally, experient>t' 11:1S shown that one of the mort' 1I fficul t reporting items for
farms is the total land ,),- the farming operation. C'lnseti\ll'ntly, a December 1977 studv
investigated the use of t:1<' v.eighted segment estimat,)r (I_,)) , A sample of the respon-
dents was reinterviewed In thrt'e States for the Decemtn'r FllllmerativE' Survev (DES) in an
attempt to obtain bl'ttt'r lanel data for wt'i\:;hting pur,)ose,c;. The report indicatee! dif-
ficulty with the weighteJ ,>,;timate and stated, "In all thr,'(' States there WAS a
significant downward bias ill number of farm acres report"d in the 19711 DES. This
understatement of farm acres caused the weights (tract a,'res/farm acres) to be signifi-
cantly too large. Therl'f,)r.', t'ven if the number of livec;tllck was reported perfectly,
the weighted livestock in,li, :'t ions I_en' subject to an 111"",':11-,1 hias." The extent of the
bias, where the direct eX'),lll~ion of the reinterview data ,,'as comnared with the original
December expansions, appedrs in table S.

Ti1hle 5--I-("l"'l1ciled data direct expan~illn as a percent of
Jt"'lmher Enumerative Survey expansion

Item 'North Carolina'

Percent

11k1ahoma Total

Farm acres 1/ llll III

Farm cattle 1/ lq2 107

Farm hogs 1/ lJb '19

Tract hogs 2/ 11)'l 122

1/ Open segment es t iTn.]. t 1)-.

2/ Closed segment t'" t i 111,1' 0 r .

]i)'j

47

I () 3

]()2

106

99

98

109

The table presents results f,lr farm acres, cattle, ClncllltJ>,s. However, of particular
interest to the weightl'cl l'St imate is the level of farm :ll'I'(,S. The corrected farm
acreage data ranged frolll I t,) II percent above the ori\',in,tl survey indications. Since
the weighted indicationc; are' ,)btained bv the formula (ae-rl's in the segment ~ total
farm acres) x (farm liv,'stuck), one can observe that tll< hias of total farm acres
results in a bias in th,' \",ighted livestock estimatt'. Tlws, in this study, the weight-
ed estimate has a built-ill Ilpward sotlrce of bias.
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The differences in farm acrpage were summarized by specific causes. The reasons
for the difference were as follows:

Figure 4: Number of differences (DES versus Reconciled)
in entire farm acres by reason

Reason Three States combined

REPORTED FARN ACRES TOO LO\.J IN DES
Acreage was estimated 26
Miscounted acreage, left some out 24
Entire parcel left out - idleland or woodland 19
Failed to report land rentPd from others 15
Failed to report land not in use 13
Attributed to a different respondent 11
Omitted entire farm acres 8
Split tract not picked up 7
Don't know 6
Misunderstood questions 5
Entire parcel left out - pasture 3
Failed to report land in a separate location 2
Left out operated land owned by family members 2
Didn't remember first interview 2
Land was to be sold in the near future 2

REPORTED FARM ACRES TOO HIGH IN DES
Acreage was estimated 18
Included land rented out 15
Included public land 10
Attributed to a different respondent 8
Split tract not picked up 6
Miscounted acreage, included too much 5
Don't know 5
Included land operated by family members 5
Misunderstood questions 4
Included land in a different business arrangement 4
Included entire parcel of nonoperated idle land or woodland 3
Didn't remember first interview 2
Miscellaneous 2

Total 232

Reductions in the sampling error by using the weighted estimate for nonoverlap
domain may be offset by nonsampling errors if the information used to calculate
weights cannot be collected accurately.

There are several estimators available and each can serve a valuable function.
The screening estimator has the advantage of eliminating the need to collect data from
the area overlap domain (domain ab). The weighted estimate allows for telephone and
mail data collection procedures, \vhile the tract would require personal interview and
thus be more expensive. Use of the full multiple-frame estimators will minimize the
impact of nonsampling errors arising from domain determination. It also will provide
a check on nonsampling errors associated with the screening and weighted estimators.

The following tabular array shows the types of estimation available without addi-
tional data collection:
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Estimator 1/

Screening estimator

Hartley's estimator

Stratified estimator

Cattle Hogs
--- -- -- --- ----- --

Jan July Dec ~larc It June Sept

* * * * * *
* * * ;,

* * * *

1/ Each of these shoilld be calculated on a weight<2J (11\<1 trilct hasis with
the exception of the ~ilr,'h and September hog surveys, \,r1Wf" onlv the vleightl·d
estimate is used for the s'Teening estimator.

A concerted effort was ini~iated to research data imrut(ltion procedures for miss-
ing records in 1976. A missing record procedure may be thougllt of as an imputation or
an estimation procedure. The missing record procedure may hr· applied to the estimator
or to each questionnaire. The I'urrent procedure for missin~ records assumes the dis-
tribution of the item of interest for respondents is the sam~ as for nonrespondents.
This assumption works reasonahlv well when the distrib\ltions are the same or verv simi-
lar. A bias in the resulting ,'stimate occurs when thev are r',lt the same.

One would suspect the hias would be negative, beca\lsP m~st experience and studies
have shown that the nonrespondents are generally larger operdtors in terms of the items
of interest than the respondent, One also might suspect that the proportion of the
sample reporting a zero amount "f the item uf interest al.s(' '-"'llld he smaller for the
nonrespondents, since the partie iration rate for those havin," 'I zero Amount of the
item of interest is generally higher. Both of these factor', ,'nntribute to the bias
previously mentioned.

ESCS experience shows ,1\'(')- the past several veaLS that th~· nonresponse problem is
greater in the list frame as opposed to the area frame. nw arl'a-frame nonresponse
rate ranges between 2 and 10 percent, while the list frame is sl~stAntiallv larger.
The nonresponse rate has been grAdually increasing in recent Years. Other efforts Ilave
been used in public relations ,lnd various survev procedllrl'c; t 11 ('ounteract increasi ng
nonresponse. These efforts, [llIv;ever, have not been suc,'esst"ul to data in reversing
the upward trend. The size "f the control variable increas~s with the numerical de-
signation of the strata (table h). The datA show that the nnnresponse problem is
greater in the stratum wi th Luger control numbers.

A preliminary report ti"ll'd "Missing Data Procedur,'s: ,\ ('(lmpArative Studv" inves-
tigated six missing record procedures: a double-sampling ratio procedure; a double-
sampling regression procedure; and four variants of a hot deck procedure (8). The
analysis showed no signific.lllt differences in the resulrinc' ml'ans fr()m having used each
of the six procedures. The rt'''earch found that each of t'h,' pr-l1('f'dures reduced tht-'
relative bias that would have resulted with the assumption lh~t the mean of the respon-
dents was equivalent to the flt'an of the nonrespondents; thL- rl'chll't ion \oms JT1aclehv more
fullv utilizing the control data. The reduction in rl'l.ltiv,' ',ias among the rroceclures
ranged from 8 to 26 percent. The large reduction in reLit i\'" hias \vould hilve been
achieved if an auxiliary variilhle with higher correlation lv' ro' ;1Vailable.

Research continued on the missing record prohlem, and .1 .·,('quel in .Tune 197H h'(IS

published (5!). The ratio, regression, And hot deck procedurL'; agAin were analyzed. A
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Table 6--Nonresponse rates by selected stratum for five Midwestern States,
June 1978 multiple-frame hog survey

Stratum 2 3 4 5

Percent

10 17 15 13 6

2 14 . 8 26 12 7

3 25 23 34 27 13

4 28 23 33 38 20

5 23 23 34 39 22

6 29 32 22 39 26

balanced repeated replication design was integrated into each missing data procedure to
compensate for the underestimate of the variance by the hot deck procedures found
earlier. This procedure then provided unbiased estimates of the variance for all im-
putation procedures. A major conclusion shows that the auxiliary variables or control
data were rather poorly correlated with the item of interest. Most of the livestock
data show that the correlation with control, while it varies from State to State, is
normally about 0.3 or less while analysis by the previous study indicated the correla-
tion should be approximately 0.6 or more before any of the missing record procedures
would make a significant improvement over the operational procedure of substituting
the mean of the respondents for nonrespondents. The previous study recommended that
if a missing record procedure were to be implemented under present conditions it should
be a ratio procedure, a hot deck procedure using balanced repeated replications, or
the hot deck procedure without replication.

Again, the need for obtaining better control data is noted in a 1978 working
paper (2). The working paper made the following recommendations: (1) monitor the
quality of control or auxiliary data, (2) examine methods used in constructing control
variables, and (3) reevaluate the number of list strata.

The preceding analyses of various imputation procedures for missing records con-
cluded that the current procedures could not be improved unless auxiliary or control
variables were improved. Having reached this conclusion, additional work was directed
at measuring and/or minimizing the downward relative bias caused by nonrespondents.

A study was developed to test the assumption that the mean of the nonrespondents
differed from the mean of the respondents. The January and July 1977 Cattle Surveys
in Colorado and the June and September Hog Surveys in Minnesota and Nebraska formed
the basis for this study. The procedure identified the refusals and then employed
specially selected enumerators in an all-out effort to convert these refusals during
the survey period. Nonrespondent means could be estimated for those who only report in
one of the surveys as a separate domain. The work was restricted to the list respon-
dents in smaller size list strata.

The results appear in a 1978 study (ll). Two major results highlight the study.
The first is that the relative bias generally ranged from about 2 to 5 percent. Second,
while the efforts to convert refusals from the previous survey were successful---ranging
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from 40 to 50 percent convc'rt,'tJ---the uvC'r:1l1 ref,ISd] I" It,
leads one to suspect that rC'fllsals an' dirl'ctlv rv\;,tt'd ! ;

The authors also noted, ":lultiple-fram,> livc'stclck ,",;ti"LIt"
ward because nonresponJent :lIt'.lIlS on the 1 ic:t felm,' t t l1,i r,

means."

,'1i,l!1~~('dvery 1 ilL ]f>. This
t Ii,· q U d lit: V I) f c'n u 111('Ll t n r s •
:U',' f',vT1l'L'll]'/ biased down-

h., li1rF;,'r them rL'spll1ld('nt

A 1978 ~ebraska stud\' d..1drc'sseJ thl' t1bil'ctivL' "f i'lI1'r""inf', the' estimation 'If nun-
respondents by obtaining :ldditional informiltiun (6). \'1 ,,,,timaUlr \"as dt'veloped which
would compensate for the f',n';lter proportion of posit i'ie' r":,,'rts in th,' nonrespondent
group. Interviewers attC'mptc>d to determine the prt";lI1' ',' ;Ihsene"" of ll<)gs fur the
nonrespondents during the survey.

Using a weighted averagp of the pruportion iIl ",1<'11 ~:[ "1111111, the rest'archer l'St j-

mated operations in the l'Opll 1.1t ion having hugs \"as n· "'IlL .1l1lung respnndents'll1d
63 percent among nonreSpCncll'lll:c;. The resulting I'sti::.lt. 1111\'"..1the original list-fr:lIne
estimate upwards by nearl,. h ;,,'r,ent. A fnlL)wup stl"I,' ,.I"I""'d :1 2- to 6·-percent down-
ward bias by using the current procedures (5).

The researcher noted, "IL would, therefcl[t',
tive nonrespondents in tIll' s:mple so that their
represented by the mean numbel' of head reported
only a partial adjustment if the mean number of
actually be higher than the respondents' level.
and is recommended for tlw operational program."

SL'l'f' ;11<,r, reasonable to identif\' ptlsi-
rl'l:ltivl j,i!'lllencp may at least be
bv thL' II's:lnndents. This m.Jv st i 11 be
head "vm",,1 hv nonrespondents shoulrl

Howevt'r. tilt, first step is feasible

Finally, the research in nonresponse and d.Jta iT!pll~;" i"l1 hac.; shown that there are
feasible methods of reducing the relative bias caused h\' '''J!lstitllt ing respondent means
for nonrespondent means. However, all viahle procedure~ rt'lv on high quality control
data. The quality of control data must be improved 1;'.'f.. r[' :m\' improved Lmputati'mal
procedures may be adopted. \11 estimator hilS heen de\",']' ]11" f,lr now that :ldiusts filr
the differing amounts of zeru reports in the respondent ;lIlt llonrespondent groups. Use
of this estimator would reduc,~ the relative hias and inr:rt',]c;e the list-frame estimate
of the overlap domain.

CONCLUSIO:J

In 1974 Her Tzai Huang stated, "The analysis of the' IiIn,' survey pn,duc",d evidence
that the area sample and list sample were not estimatinf2 the same quantity. Such a
situation could arise because of differing field procedllre~ or because of errors in
constructing the list or in identifying the oVt'rlap domain (1.2)." This qlwtiltion
perhaps best describes tl1l' ESCS experience \"ith mu] t ipl ,,-fl:lmL' survevs. Rc'seilrch
over: the past several years v:llidated his statement fur l''llil of the reaSllns cit0.1. One
might ask the question, "\-illat can be done tu minimizL" tIlt, imp:lL't uf nonsampling error
for the resulting estimators >" Adoption of the fol] (;h·in~ 'l"neral procedure'S may provE'
helpful:

A. Conduct proper testing before instituting nevi 'I'" c,t iilnnaires or m.Jking
major changes in que,;tionnaires or survey prncf'd'.IT"c;.

B. Build an adequatl' quality control program into till'survev system so th:It
constant monitor in\.; L':lll be accompl ished.

C. Minimize procedures that are more suscepti!,le (,; Illlls,'lmpJing errors.

D. Provide sufficient analysis data .JIang \"ith th,' ;', t im:J.tors. This \"ould
lead to an extensi('ll of a quality contra] prnc',r:lIil.
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E. Include sufficient consistency checks between items within a given
questionnaire as well as between surveys when the respondent is the same.

F. Simplify procedures and/or estimators whenever possible. The complex
survey procedure which does not reduce substantially the sampling error
may have the potential for reducing the value of the resulting estimates.

Multiple-frame sampling subjects one to the errors associated with each of the
frames plus those inherent to multiple-frame sampling. Errors inherent in multiple-
frame estimation are mainly those arising from improper association of the reporting
unit and sampling unit and those caused by domain determination.

Research studies point to difficulties in the current procedure of associating
reporting and sampling units by use of land questions. The respondents' natural in-
clination is to report on an ownership basis. It is quite possible and, in fact
probable, that the list frame is on an ownership basis while the area frame is on a
land-operated basis. To the extent that this occurs, there is an upward bias in the
resulting multiple-frame estimate. Perhaps, a breakdown of livestock on an ownership
basis needs to be investigated for the area frame.

Studies also show that some of the concepts in the questionnaire are not clearly
understood by respondents. These concepts should be simplified whenever possible.
Not only would such simplifications improve the estimate, but they might also result
in the respondents having a more positive attitude towards crop reporting.

One of the most critical procedures in multiple-frame estimation is domain deter-
mination. The development and use of list frames must be kept independent of the area
frame. There is evidence that strict independence is not always maintained.

The procedures for domain determination are somewhat subjective, and the materials
used in the process are less than adequate. Making the domain-determination procedure
more objective would help reduce these errors. The partial nonoverlap procedure is a
further complication of an already difficult problem and probably requires more in-
formation than is available in the bulk of the list frames utilized.

A relatively simple and straightforward procedure is to limit as far as practical
the portion of the universe covered by the list frame to minimize the impact of non-
sampling errors arising from domain determination. Ideally, the list frame would be
limited to the point where the increase in sampling error is no greater than the de-
crease in nonsampling errors. Studies have shown that gains can be made by using the
"reduced list" concept, even though this point cannot be exactly determined because of
the inability to measure nonsampling errors. Several analyses have been made over the
past several years which show that current procedures of maximizing the impact of the
list frame have been ineffective in improving the accuracy of hog and cattle estimates.
All analyses support the conclusion that the size of the list frame and the number of
sampled strata could be reduced without measurably affecting the sampling error.

Data from the area frame required for the full multiple-frame estimator are avail-
able and in machine media for all but the March and September Hog Survey. Collecting
data from the area frame for the sampled list strata would probably not be cost effec-
tive in March and September. Use of the screening estimator will maximize the errors
associated with domain determination. However, comparison of the full multiple-frame
estimator and the screening estimator will provide a rough measure of the nonsampling
error arising from domain determination. The weighted estimator for area nonoverlap is
subject to error caused by the difficulty respondents have in reporting total land in
farm. It appears that more effort would be advisable in obtaining total land in farm
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or development of a weight, "ther than total land. ('se ,_,I' the weighted estimate for
the March and September lIe-,f': S lrveys is probably required rwcause of data collection
costs. Nonsampling errors arising from poorly reported t"tal land may be monitored
by calculating all estimate~ In a weighted and tract hasls, Further gains in effi-
ciency may be obtained bv the use of adding stratificatilill to the multiple-frame
estimator.

All estimates should b~ obtained since additional dat:i need not be collected to
utilize the multiple-frame stratified estimators for ,Tunt, :lT1d December hog estimates
and Januarv and July catt 1p c,~timates. This would provide' the commodity eXj1erts with
additional indications fpt th,~ir use in arriving at offi,'!.11 estimates. The use of
the various estimators wClllld provide a means of analyzing llonsampling errors \Vhich comt'
about from domain determination and may change from one ve:lr to the next. Further
analysis of data should re'stllt in a sounder official estim:lte through the more effec-
tive use of data processing ("Ipabilities.

Nonresponse is large' and grolving. ~()rmallv we havl' !Jl'en ahle to control nonre-
sponse in the area frame: however, this is not the casp in the list frame. Control
data must be improved ber,'rp -':Ita imputation procedllres 111l'tC'come heneficial. Esti-
mation procedures have' h•.,tl1 d,'veloped and should he utili,,:,'d, which illlow for a smaller
number of zero reports in ,'('nullt ing the n[)nrespondent l11e',111.
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